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44th Dutch National Radio Flea market 2019.

On Saturday, the 16th of March 2019, the VERON dept. 's-Hertogenbosch (BRAC Fnd.), organises the 44th 
annual Dutch National Radio Flea market, in the Autotron in Rosmalen (Den Bosch) from 9.00 till 15.30. We 
have at our disposal a splendid, heated, exposition hall of more than 9.000 square meter.

In the previous 43 years this flea market developed into a major international ham event. In 2018 the number of 
visitors was about 4500 and we had over 300 stands.
As a former stand holder you receive this advance notice and we invite you to join again.

You can order one or more tables by sending us your payment.

PAYMENT: 
A table (4 x 1 m.) incl. two participant wristbands costs € 55,- .
Payable via (ABN AMRO) IBAN NL19ABNA 0627 558 984, BIC: ABNANL2A,
to the name of Stichting BRAC located in Best.

- Per stand holder you can order up to a maximum of 3 tables.
- Per table you can order maximally 2 extra wristbands at  € 8,- a piece. 

During set up of the market no extra wristbands are sold any more.
Please state the number of tables and the number of extra wristbands.

Make sure we get your correct address, tel. number and E-mail address. (So we can contact you if necessary).

Libéma, the operator of the Autotron, uses a parking ticket vending machine for access to the parking 
lot.

For your enrolment our Radio Flea Market Conditions apply, see our website.

You have to pay in advance. When we receive your deposit payment we will immediately confirm this per E-mail 
or post. Further information will be sent to you by the end of February.  The date the deposit payment is received 
determines your admittance.

Every year again we are sold out quickly, so make your deposit payment as early as possible.

Used and new equipment may be sold, as well as new electronic components, measuring-instruments, antennas,
hobby-tools, etc.. Goal of the flea market is to stimulate home brew by the radio amateur or electronics hobbyist. 
We therefore accept no stands that sell unrelated materials, such to the judgement of the organisation. These 
stands will not be admitted or will be cleared from the premises.Local law applies: selling of illegal apparatus is 
forbidden, so is smoking. Also our conditions apply, i.e.: no loud noise and/or light shows, fitting kind of stand, 
etc. Participating implies accepting our conditions. 

Many people are coming, not only to shop, but also to meet old friends and to sniff the atmosphere.
We expect that this 44th Dutch National Radio Flea market will be something special again and a great event for 
radio amateurs. There will be restaurant facilities for snacks and refreshments. The doors of the hall open for 
visitors at 09.00 and close at 15.30 local time.The market is easy to find on the A59 motorway from 's-
Hertogenbosch to Nijmegen. On the motorway there are signs pointing to the "Autotron".

For the latest information, please visit our website at www.radiovlooienmarkt.nl , or contact us per E-mail at 
info@radiovlooienmarkt.nl . We are looking forward seeing you again,

VERON (SHB) / Stichting BRAC,
Rens Schoones, PA3FGA, secretary.
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